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12 December 2014 

Dear Comrades, 

 

Salutations from Bhopal! 

 

It was almost ten days ago that you all came to Bhopal for the culmination meet of the All India Shiskha 

Sangharsh Yatra-2014 (AISSY-2014) from distant parts of the country – some of you travelling two 

thousand kilometers or even more, over 50 hours of train and road travel. Many of you did not even have 

a reserved seat and ended up either paying penalty in order to just manage adequate space to sit or stand 

with some dignity in a Sleeper coach or just suffer utter discomfort (and indignity too) in an unreserved 

coach. Each one of you must have spent substantial amount of money - for many of you it may have 

meant precious savings. For tribal, dalit and other backward caste delegates, representing various social 

movements struggling for Jal-Jangal-Zameen-Jeevika, it must have meant a loss of daily wages of mere 

survival. Even worse, for delegates from the North-East, the travel must have also meant tolerating 

demeaning stares, mocking smiles and sometimes even entirely unacceptable comments on their features, 

language or dress, if not even their Indian nationality, from co-passengers who have been prevented since 

childhood lfrom understanding diversity, plurality and democracy that constitutes the very idea of India.   

 

Yet, you all came with a smile, eyes full of shine and hearts throbbing with hope and expectation to 

participate and contribute to an emerging movement for education denied for more than six decades of the 

Indian Republic. You all believed in your long years of struggles for equality, dignity and liberation. The 

voice of your conscience told you that, as citizens of India, this denial of Constitutional Right is entirely 

unacceptable and it is better to exercise your Fundamental Right to fight and articulate than suffer further 

exclusion. The tribal children from a remote corner of western Madhya Pradesh must have come with 

curiosity to explore whether this movement will make a difference to their lives and how they can 

contribute to make that difference.  

 

Yet, we are acutely aware that the arrangements we made for your accommodation and food were 

inadequate. More importantly, there were several lacunae in the four programmes conceived by us viz., 

welcome to the Yatris of five Zonal Yatras reaching Bhopal on 2
nd

 December afternoon; the Cultural 

Resistance programme on 3
rd

 December evening; the 4
th
 December Rally and 5-hour long Culmination 

Meet. We know that you expected much better from us and rightly so. We have already started receiving 

signals from some that they were not given the expected time or space to say what they wanted to. Some 

of them felt that certain parts, like the speeches from political party representatives, could have been 

shorter. Instead, more time could have been allocated to the representatives of various organizations, 

especially student and youth organizations and social movements. We are also aware that the required 

arrangements for multi-lingual translations were not made. 

 

We offer our sincere apologies for these inadequacies. This experience has made us acutely conscious to 

be far more careful and planned in future. 

 

In spite of these inadequacies, let us recognize the following selected experiences that have energized us: 

 

� On 3
rd

 December evening, there was a powerful 5-hour long Cultural Resistance Programme 

which set a precedence in the arena of popular culture for multi-cultural and multi-lingual 

articulation against neo-liberal and communal assault on India’s education and other crucial 

aspects of life and in support of an alternative Common Education System that ensures equality 

and dignity while also emancipates. 
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� The 4
th
 December Rally was a massive expression of vibrant people’s power signaling an 

unambiguous ‘NO’ to the imposition of neo-liberal policies of World Bank-WTO and various 

international funding agencies on our education system. The Rally resounded with resolve to 

continue struggle seeking return to education policies in consonance with the Constitution.  

 

� At the 4
th
 December Culmination of AISSY-2014 organized in Yadgare-e-Shahjahani Park 

(named Shaheed Bhagat Singh Nagar by us), the concluding event was aptly preceded by a 

couple of powerful songs in Bareli (also called Bhilali) language sung by a group of tribal women 

from Nimad region of M.P. articulating their years of struggle for as life with dignity. These 

songs enlivened the entire Savitribai Phule Sabhagar and vibrated the Dr. Babasaheb 

Ambedkar Manch enacted for the Culmination Meet. With these songs, the tribal women made 

a symbolic declaration that their organisations’s struggle for Jal-Jangal-Zameen-Jeevika now 

stands combined with the struggle for equitable Right to Gyan as well. 

 

� The Culmination ended with nearly a thousand students and other educated youth standing either 

on the stage or in the Sabhagar, representing more than a dozen student and youth organizations 

from all over India, taking a collective oath to resist commercialization and communalization of 

education and fight for establishing a Common Education System from ‘KG to PG’ and 

articulating slogans in several languages. Several hundred teachers and other intellectuals, Right 

to Education activists and representatives of Jal-Jangal-Zameen-Jeevika movements joined the 

students and youth. The student and youth organisations concluded by singing a multi-lingual 

inspiring song, especially prepared for the Culmination, in one united voice despite varying, and 

sometimes even conflicting, political orientations! 

 

This was indeed an emotional moment of invincible hope and faith in our future. 

 

Finally, the students and youth danced to demonstrate their conviction that ‘WE SHALL OVERCOME’. 

 

A BHOAPL CALL was also issued which is being fine tuned presently on the basis of the suggestions 

received during the culmination. 

 

A Bhopal resident observed: “Aapne to poora Bharat ikatha kar liya!” [“You gathered the whole of 

India”]. I responded: “Hamne nahin kiya, ve apne aap is ladai mein shaamil hone Bhopal chale aye 

kyonki ye unke dilon ko chhootey hue mudde hain” [“We did not. All of them came to Bhopal to join this 

struggle on their own because the issues raised here touched their hearts.”]  

 

The corporate-controlled Media, as was expected, ignored or under-played, sometimes even 

misrepresented, this all-India powerful expression of public voices of resistance to pro-corporate policies 

of commoditization of education and people’s yearning for the only Constitutional alternative of Common 

Education System from ‘KG to PG’.  

 

The entire 3-day programme was video recorded. Not one but 2-3 kinds of video films of different lengths 

and focus are contemplated to serve as cadre training, communication and inspirational resource to 

advance the movement. Sub-titling in several languages is planned. Editing by our Pune-based team is yet 

to begin and this will need substantial funding. Your proactive support and involvement in completing 

video documentation is solicited.   

 

However, the documentation that would be far more significant will be what you all will be doing by 

writing down your own experiences in the form of your diary as Yatris, dialogue with various sections of 

society and perception of how the movement has moved forward. All this must be brought together in 

various formats and released as published material for wider dissemination. 
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As a senior colleague from northern Maharashtra reminded me over the phone last night, the YATRA was 

not an event but continues in the form of post-Yatra process that they are already planning.  He added that 

several hundred students shall meet a week from now in a small town where our movement had no base 

earlier. An email from a senior colleague from Meghalaya, who led the North-East Zonal Yatra, 

announced that he is proceeding the next morning for “a public meeting at a market called Jata Nonglyer, 

75 km from Shillong.” It seems that he is still on YATRA! A student leader asked us to prepare a 10-12 

page booklet on YATRA which he can use to engage students and youth in his area. A leader of a dalit-

cum-tribal movement in Madhya Pradesh (she spoke at the culmination meet), expecting support from 

AIFRTE, has scheduled a meeting a few days from now to identify local issues on which people can be 

mobilized. This marks the beginning of engagement of Jal-Jangal-Zameen-Jeevika movement with the 

education movement. To be sure, these are but a tiny sample of what must be happening all over the 

country. We expect thousand of such narratives to be documented by you.  

 

On his way back to Chennai, one of the three national conveners of the YATRA, sent a SMS message 

from the train itself: “The culmination was refreshing and resounding.” On arrival, he emailed his 10-

point ‘Let us March Ahead’ proposal for post-Yatra action programme for AIFRTE. While leaving for 

Delhi, another senior colleague shared her feeling that “With this YATRA, the movement has moved 

forward by at least two years!”  

 

Yet, there are warning signals. Without identifying the source, an email past night alerted us, “AIFRTE is 

still miles away” from the path of developing genuine respect for “diversity, plurality and democracy”. 

Let us keep learning, introspecting and evolving, as this is an organic part of a people’s movement. 

 

Soon, you would be receiving several rounds of communications regarding the post-Yatra action 

programme, including documentation, from either AIFRTE Organising Secretary, Yatra’s all-India 

Convenors or AISSY-2014 Steering Committee Sub-Committees. Preparations are on to convene a 

review meeting of AISSY-2014 Steering Committee.   

 

Hence, I am refraining from routine thanking you all for the immense task you have done for the YATRA 

and its culmination at Bhopal. We have no doubt that the historic contribution made by you shall carry 

forward the movement. Let me conclude by saying that All India Forum for Right to Education 

(AIFRTE), being merely a platform, is nothing but what its 45 member-organisations and more than 200 

fraternal organizations that joined the YATRA, will make of it. And this includes all of you! 

 

Comradely yours, 

 

 

Anil Sadgopal 

Chairperson, Steering Committee 

All India Shiksha Sangharsh Yatra-2014 (AISSY-2014) 

& Member, Presidium, AIFRTE 

 


